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The Flamboyant End of 
Stellar Evolution 
 

The Hubble Space Telescope's images 
of the mass ejected by dying stars 
shows that these stars have a rather 
flamboyant final fling before settling into white 
dwarfdom.  The reasons why are puzzling 
astronomers: none of the marvelous mass ejection 
patterns were ever predicted by the theory of 
stellar evolution, and none have been very 
successfully explained. 
 
Bruce Balick is a professor of Astronomy at the 
University of Washington in Seattle.  Dr. Balick 
spoke to the Rose City Astronomers a couple years 
back.  We are so pleased he has accepted our 
invitation to return and share the latest 

information on his favorite 
topic—PLANETARY NEBULAE.  
Dr. Balick is very involved 
in the Hubble Space 
Telescope program as an 
advisor to the program in 
this interest area of 
planetaries.  Join us 
Monday, September 18th at 
7:30 at OMSI for the 
General Meeting. 
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RCA sponsors 
three groups of 
kids activities: 
Elementary ages 
6 - 9), Junior (ages 10 - 13), and 
Young Rose City Astronomers 
(ages 14 - 18).  These groups 
meet from 6:30 to 7:30 on the third 
Monday of the month in the OMSI 
auditorium, before the regular RCA 
meeting.  In addition, the YRCA 
meets on the first Thursday of the 
month.  Kids with all levels of 
experience are welcome.  There’s 
no need to join - just come to the 
meetings and have fun.  Adult 
volunteers are always welcome.  
Call Margaret McCrea, 232-7636, 
for more information. 

President’s 
Message 

By 
Peter Abrahams 

 

RCA  

Magazine Subscriptions 

 

One of the main services offered to RCA 
members is subscriptions to Astronomy 
and Sky & Telescope magazines at a 
much reduced rate from newstand 
prices.  Astronomy Magazine  is $29 and 
Sky & Telescope Magazine is $29.95.  
See Johan Meijer, Subscription 
Coordinator at the Membership Table at 
General Meetings for further 
information.  Please note: Allow two 
months for your subscription to be 
renewed from the time you bring or send 
your renewal to Johan until the 
magazine has processed the renewal.     

Club Officers 

President Peter Abrahams (503) 699-1056 telscope@europa.com 

VP Members Doug Huston (503) 629-8809 geometer31415@aol.com 

VP Observing Scott Turner (503) 788-6484 kings@phoenixdsl.com 

VP Community Affairs Norm Trost (503) 668-7979 norm@europa.com 

VP, Communications Matt Brewster (503) 774-0360 brewster@teleport.com 

Treasurer Jane Walpole (503) 699-4016 ANTJANE@aol.com 

Secretary Carol Huston (503) 629-8809 StarsCarol@aol.com 

Sales Director Sameer Ruiwale (503) 617-0736 sameer_ruiwale@hotmail.com 

Editor Candace Pratt (503) 296-6758 candace@europa.com 

Web Master Dareth Murray (503) 762-4377 dareth@teleport.com 

Library Director Jan Keiski (503) 293-3281 jikeiski@juno.com 

Telescope Librarian Brian Richardson (503) 625-7373 brian_shelly@earthlink.net 

Alcor, Historian Dale Fenske (503) 256-1840 fenskedf@juno.com 

Light Pollution Rep. Bob McGown (503) 244-0078 mcgown@teleport.com 

New Member Programs Carol Huston (503) 629-8809 StarsCarol@aol.com 

Magazine Subscriptions Johan Meijer (503) 777-0706 johanm@www.com 

Media Director Dennis Martin (503) 363-8851 dmartin@teleport.com 

Special Interest Groups Jim Girard (503) 643-1813 argo@teleport.com 

Youth Director Margaret McCrea (503) 232-7636 mags@europa.com 

Editor James Synge (503) 245-0621 synge@teleport.com 

We have a new Vice President for 
Community Affairs, Norm Trost.  
The RCA gets a few requests a 
month for speakers or for 
telescopes.  Most requests are 
from schools or youth groups.  
The previous VP, John Cart, 
personally filled most of these 
requests by speaking on his field 
of interest, which is meteorites.  
Norm will be expanding the 
program by forming a speakers 
bureau -- a list of members and 
their expertise.  If you have the 
time to give an occasional 
presentation, please let us know. 
 
There has been slow but 
significant progress on the quest 

for an observing site.  We have 
made some encouraging contacts 
with the state Parks department.  
Like the RCA, they are not an 
organization that makes rapid 
decisions; so you can expect 
progress reports -- but don't wait 
up nights. 
 
We have a new club telescope, an 
8-inch dobsonian.  Thanks very 
much to Howard Banich and Jim 
Girard for fabricating this 
telescope. 
 
Response to our recent survey was 
quite low, but one message the 
board received was that some 
general meetings should be 
devoted to amateur astronomy -- 
observing, imaging, and amateur 
techniques & technology.  We 
have scheduled a presentation on 
CCD imaging & others will 
follow. 

Finally -- for those who are new 
or just never get out of the house: 
Oregon Star Party is a blast!  If 
you haven't attended, try to make 
it out this year. 
 

SEE YOU  
AT  

OSP! 
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A few  of you may have seen 
someone who appears lost 
wandering around the last few 
OSP’s at ITS with a silly grin on 
his face due to the impossibly 
dark skies of central Oregon. 
Well, as that East Coast victim 
of perpetual light pollution, 
occasionally I get paroled to 
your dark, high desert skies.  

But what about the rest of the year? How does a guy living in 
the shadow of the lights of the DC Beltway get some 
stargazing in? Well, he takes a one hour trip to Paris.  

 

Paris Virginia, that is. Tucked away (somewhat) from the 
glare of the lights of Nation’s Capital is a wonderful Virginia 
state park called Sky Meadows.  So if you  travel out to visit 
your favorite (!) Senator here in the city that  L’Enfant 
designed, you can (almost) find a piece of the left coast 
darkness on a leisurely drive west into the foothills of the 
Blue Ridge Mountains.  

 

Our club, the Northern Virginia Astronomy Club, shares 
many of the same concerns as other clubs around the nation. 
A good sized club (about 350 members) we have permission 
to use several sites under the control of the regional park 
authority for observation any weekend. But the viability of 
these sites is under constant threat, from development, and 
the attitude of the local park rangers, who often change. Our 
club has seen its most popular site become suddenly useless 
due to a combination of these factors. So on June 3rd of this 
year, with a wonderful clear sky and the moon just over one 
day old, I decided to forego traveling to a rustic location in 
order to assist our with our club’s other goal-helping others 
observe, and drove to Sky Meadows State Park.  

 

Monthly, the friendly (really!) park rangers welcome the 
public for one evening of observing.  If you were visiting the 
DC area, you would find that driving west on Interstate 66 is 
an unusual mix of typical suburban strip malls which 
suddenly end in favor of rolling hills, and horse country.  
Seeing the exit for the Bull Run Battlefield in Manassas, and 
later passing a photographer getting just the right shot near 
sunset of an long abandoned stone mill, I am reminded of the 
history surrounding us. The closer I get to the park, I know 
that estates nearby often sell for more than ten million. I take 
the exit for the park, and less than two miles from Paris, 
Virginia, a hamlet probably best known as a haven for those 
well heeled arts/crafts shoppers, I turn into the park. Even 
here, history abounds. It is the former estate of a Confederate 
officer, with a home built in the 1750’s, which still stands.  
The famous Appalachian trail runs through the park.  

 

We set up behind the house in a field that opens up with 
fairly good horizons. It helps to keep the cars of the general           
public from interfering as they straggle home. More than 25  

 
scopes are out, and the public totaling about 40 or so range in 
age from about 1 year to 70+. Before dusk, people stroll by 
and wonder at the variety-from Questars, to large AP 
refractors, to the usual mix of dobs and SCT’s.  

 

Shawn O'Brien, the director of the Smithsonian’s Albert 
Einstein Planetarium in the Air and Space Museum serves as 
host, and begins a talk at dusk.  We were already treated to a 
slim crescent moon combined with a prominent elevation of 
Mercury nearby, so everyone is pumped up. Shawn leads the 
public in a mini sky tour, and hands out basic star maps for 
the general public to follow along. After his talk, they wander 
from scope to scope. Several folks are like cometary 
interlopers, sweeping in quickly for a view of the brighter 
showpiece objects. I try to vary the views, but unfortunately, 
the timing is such that the only other planet visible is Pluto. 
No Saturn to entice. But some folks stay in orbit of my 8 inch 
truss tube dob, especially the smaller kids who can easily 
handle the eyepiece position. Globular clusters are always 
fun, so I show 3 sisters ranging in age from 3 to 9 M13, M4, 
and M92.  They get hooked, and then we share views of the 
Ring, a few galaxies, and then even some bright stars like 
Vega and Antares, so they see the color differences. They 
hang in there until about 11, when even the chattiest girl gets 
sleepy.  

 

The adults who remain behind include those who are 
attempting to use their scopes for the very first time-and I 
resist trying to tell a new ETX owner that he can find M13 
faster than he can slew to it. His batteries wear out before he 
does, yet he does bag some targets. By about 1AM, when we 
are supposed to pack up anyway, the clouds decide to take 
over the horizons. 

 

With about Mag 6 skies, and minimal light from nearby 
towns and the distant car headlights, its a shame we normally 
can’t stay longer. But the oohs and ahhs, especially at seeing 
an occasional meteor or bright satellite make up for the short 
time. Maybe little Katherine or Clarissa won’t grow up to be 
astronomers, but their mother, surprised by the level of 
interest, takes my card in order to get more information about 
the club, and what books to give her small girls. Who knows, 
maybe one of them will be the next Sally Ride.  

 

As I pack up and head east for my townhouse in the urban 
sky glow, I am pretty pleased. No real serious observing, but 
just showing some folks how to find stuff in the binocs, or the 
traces of the major constellations, is equally rewarding. I 
know that clubs all over America do the same, and it appears 
that RCA is even more outgoing in this regard. It really sets 
the hobby apart from many others. So if you are visiting the 
Washington DC area from April to October during the new 
moon, join in with your eastern amateurs in a side trip to 
Paris. The stars above Sky Meadows are waiting!  
  
 

Parisian Star Party-Stargazing at Sky Meadows 
 

By Bill Jensen, Northern Virginia Astronomy Club 



 

Where's the best 
place on Earth to 
find meteorites? 
 

Meteors fall into Earth's atmosphere over every spot on 
the planet.  However, there is one place that's far better 
than anywhere else to find the meteorites that make it all 
the way to the ground.  That place is a windswept field 
of ice near the edge of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet. 

 

There, near the Allan Hills (which are actually the tips 
of huge mountains buried in the ice) one can find 
hundreds of meteorites lying around on the surface of 
the ice.  There are tons of them.  How did they get there? 

 

Meteorites fall into the snow all across Antarctica, then 
sink down until they hit a layer of solid ice.  That ice 
flows slowly across the continent, to certain places 
where ice-buried mountains push it 
up.  The upthrust ice evaporates in the dry Antarctic 
wind, leaving the meteorites exposed. 

 

More about Antarctic Meteorites and the people who 
hunt for them: 
http://wwwdsa.uqac.uquebec.ca/~mhiggins/MIAC/
antarc.htm 
http://www-curator.jsc.nasa.gov/curator/antmet/antmet.
htm 
http://www.cwru.edu/affil/ansmet/ NASA has a robot 
that searches for Antarctic meteorites: 
http://www.frc.ri.cmu.edu/projects/meteorobot/ 
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The  
Weather SIG 

 
Date:    Wednesday, September 27th 

Place:   Colonial Office Complex  

             10175 SW Barbur Blvd, Suite 100-BB 

             Portland, OR  97219    

Time:    7:00 pm 

    Come rain or shine  .  .  . 

The Sixth Annual Imaging the Sky 2000 
A National Conference on Astronomical CCD Imaging 

 
This annual event will be held Friday and Saturday, November 3rd and 
4th at the Tokyo International University of America in Salem, Oregon.  
The organizers for the event are Mel Bartels, Richard Berry, Jim Girard, 
Rick Kang, Nick Liepins,  and Dennis Luse. 
Early registration (prior to October 1, 2000: $54.00 (Includes lunch on 
Saturday, ITS 2K CD-ROM) Standard registration (prior to November 1, 
2000: $64.00 (Includes lunch on Saturday, ITS 2K CD-ROM) Late 
registration at the door: $74.00 (lunch not guaranteed, nominal charge 
for ITS 2K CD-ROM) 
 

For more information, contact:  
Jim Girard (argo@teleport.com) or Rick Kang (rkang@efn.org) 
http://www.teleport.com/~argo/its2k/its2000.html 
 

Friday, November 3rd  Session Highlights: 
• CCD 101 – From Photons to Monitors: a pre-conference session 

featuring an overview of the basics of imaging, for those who are 
new to the field. Topics to include term definitions, how chips 
work, pixel size, focusing, exposure times, image calibration, and 
various tips and tricks of the trade.  

• Selecting Hardware Components for Image Acquisition Systems: 
Matching Mounts, Tube Assemblies, and Cameras  (Dave Kenyon)  

• Extracting Information from Images: An Overview of Image 
Processing (Richard Berry)  

• High End Results with Low End Hardware: Successful Homebrew 
Imaging (Al Kelly & Chuck Shaw)  

• Show & Tell (individual short presentations; contact us if you 
would like to make a presentation.) 

 
 Saturday, November 4th Session Highlights: 
• High Resolution Imaging Technology – the LISAA  (Wayne 

Brown)  
• The Center for Backyard Astrophysics – Pro-Am Collaboration on 

Research of Cataclysmic Variables (Joe Patterson)  
• A Technical Comparison of Various CCD Sensors (Doug 

George)  
• The Quest for Highest Resolution Images (Benoit Schilling)  
• Breakout Workshops** 
•  Image Acquisition and Processing Software (Richard Berry, 

Doug George, Jim Burnell)  
•  An Evaluation of 'Off-The-Shelf' Systems (Bill McLaughlin, 

Wayne Brown)  
• Do-It-Yourself Systems (Mel Bartels, Chuck Shaw, Al Kelly) 
 
To register: mail check, made out to ITS 2000, to:                           
Jim Girard, ITS 2000 Registrar, P.O. Box 254, 
Beaverton, OR, 97075 
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ASTROPHYSICS / COSMOLOGY SIG 
 
TIME:  7:00 PM 
 
DATE:  September 19th 
 
PLACE:   Powell’s Technical Bookstore 
 
TOPIC:   Extraterrestrial Agriculture by Paul 
                Schmidt 
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Autumnal Equinox Star Party   
Saturday, September 23 

 
Celebrate the beginning of fall at FREE Autumnal Equinox 
Star Party on September 23 starting at 7:30 p.m. in OMSI's 
East Parking Lot, located at 1945 SE Water Avenue.  View 
stars, the planets, and other celestial sights in the autumn sky 
through a variety of telescopes, and learn from local 
astronomers.   

 

For possible cancellation due to weather, call 503/797-4610 
that evening. 

Below:  David Haworth— Comet C/1999 S4 
Linear.  July 23, 2000, 10:42 PM C-8, 30 
seconds, @ f/1.95. 

Right:  Brett Watson—Moon over 
Portland.  July 3, 2000. Taken with 
a Sony Cybershot Digital Camera.  

Below:  Jim Girard—Bubble Nebula NGC 7635 
in Cassiopea.  Taken with Takahaski FS 102 at 
f/8 and ST7 CCD camera. 
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By Michael Meo 
 
An  ab id i n g  c ha rac t e r i s t i c  o f 
astronomical science is the decisive role 
it gives to mathematical precision.  In 
1627 Johannes Kepler changed the 
Copernical model of the solar system 
from an interesting curiosity to the 
dominant astronomical world view by 
means of his Rudolphine Tables, which 
predicted planetary orbits with greater 
accuracy than the Ptolemaic Alfonsine 
Tables. (1)  Isaac Newton’s law of 
universal gravitation, which predicted 
conic-section orbits for all members 
of the solar system, enjoyed a 
decisive triumph in 1759 by 
predicting when and where Halley’s 
Comet would reappear after an 
absence of 76 years. (2)  And in the 
most celebrated feat of theoretical 
astronomy ever, in 1846 Urbain 
LeVerrier predicted the location of 
the then-unknown planet Neptune by 
inference from small observed 
variations of the orbit of Uranus from 
that predicted by Newton’s laws. 
 
Shortly after the September 1846 
announcement by the Berlin 
Observatory that LeVerrier’s planet 
was just where he had said it was, 
astronomers in England asserted that in 
unpublished calculations John Couch 
Adams had anticipated LeVerrier’s 
results in August of 1845.  John F.W. 
Herschel, the son of the discoverer of 
Uranus, wrote a letter describing 
Adams’s research the very day he heard 
of LeVerrier’s correct prediction; 
George Biddel Airy, Astronomer Royal 
and head of the Royal Greenwich 
Observatory, and James Challis, 
Plumian Professor of Astronomy at 
Cambridge University and head of its 
observatory, confirmed that Adams had 
shared his research with them in 1845 
and that they had unfortunately failed to 
find the planet before the Prussians 
(Berlin in 1846 was the capital of the 
kingdom of Prussia).  Until late 1998 
English-language scholars accepted this 

claim, since they presumed that 
distinguished scientific gentlemen did 
not lie.  The original manuscript 
calculations done by Adams, however, 
were never available for scholarly 
inspection, even though they were kept 
in the Royal Greenwich Observatory 
archive; interested scholars were 
directed to the published version, which 
appeared after the discovery was 
announced. 
 

The independent scholar and historian 
of astronomy Dennis Rawlins began in 
1967 requesting photocopies of the 
original Adams manuscript calculations.  
After two years of delay, he was told 
that the file on Neptune’s discovery was 
missing.  He asked to see the archival 
list of what documents had been in the 
file.  That, he was told, was missing as 
well.  Rather suspicious at the 
coincidence, Rawlins studied the 
documentations that was available and 
concluded that, at the very least, there 
had been a conspiracy of silence by 
well-placed British astronomers both 
before and since the discovery of 
Neptune. (3)  Since the iconoclastic 
Rawlins had had considerable difficulty 
getting his work published in the 
established journals of history of 

science, he founded his own journal, 
Dio, in 1991, and in it published an 
extensive 1992 examination of the 
available documentation.  He inferred 
that Adams had never obtained an 
accurate calculation of Neptune’s 
position. 
 
Then, in December of 1998, the 
astronomer whom Rawlins had long 
suspected of stealing the Greenwich 
Neptune file died, and among his papers 

the file was found by the Harvard 
historian Owen Gingerich. In the 
June 1999 issue of Dio, Rawlins 
finally could announce that the 
missing documents confirmed his 
conclusions – Adams’s predictions 
were never as close as ten degrees 
from Neptune’s true position, while 
LeVerrier’s published work was 
within one degree of the planet.  
This sensational development has 
appeared so far (May 2000) in none 
of the standard scholarly journals 
concerned with the history of 
astronomy.  I will discuss the details 
of Rawlins’s work at the July 
meeting of the Cosmology Interest 
Group of the RCA. 
 
 

1 Thomas S. Kuhn, The Copernican 
Revolution:  Planetary Astronomy in 
the Development of Western Thought.  
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 
1957, P. 219 ff. 
 
 
2 Cf.  Curtis Wilson, “Clairaut’s 
Calculation of the Eighteenth-century 
Return of Halley’s Comet,”  Journal for 
the History of Astronomy.  1993,  24
(75):1-15 
 
 
3  Rawlins’s suspicions were mentioned 
in passing in Robert W. Smith, “The 
Cambridge Network in Action:  The 
Discovery of Neptune,”  Isis, 1989, 80
(303): 395-422, on p. 418. only to be 
dismissed in the next sentence. 

New Evidence of Astronomical Fraud:  Conspiracy to Credit 
John Adams Couch with Discovery of Neptune Revealed by 

Recovered Historical Documents 
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By Bob McGown 
 
During the early scientific revolution of 
Europe, two great men held the 
distinction in Ireland above all others.  
The first of these two figures was the 
mathematician astronomer the third Earl 
of Ross (1800-1867).  He constructed a 
telescope that began 60 years of 
astronomical research.  The other Irish 
scientific figure was mathematician 
astronomer Sir William Rowan Hamilton 
(1805-1865).  This historical figures set 
forth a visionary quest of discovery that 
allowed scientists and researchers  to 
boldly reach out to the mathematical and 
visual universe. 
              It is obvious that these two 
m a t h e m a t i c i a n ,  a s t r o n o m e r s 
corresponded.  Perhaps Sir Rowan 
Hamilton even viewed through the eye 
piece on the Lord of Ross’s  colossal 
telescope known as the Leviathan.  There 
was a fire that nearly destroyed Burr 
Castle and some of the records were 
destroyed.  It is known that the Lord of 
Ross ground an excellent mirror for the 
Armagh Observatory in northern Ireland.  
Perhaps, Hamilton viewed at the Armagh 
Observatory. 
              An Irish nobleman, who grew 
up at the Burr Castle and went to the 
Trinity College in Dublin and then 
studied at Magdolen College in Oxford 
graduating in 1822.  Lord Oxmantown 
was the name used by the Lord of Ross 
to published his scientific papers in. He 
became the Lord of Ross when father,  
2nd Earl of Ross, gave him the castle and 
moved to Sussex for health reasons. 
              About 1828, Lord of Ross 
began to develop a passion for 
astronomy.  The Birr Castle was not in 
the ideal location for observing, however 
the Lord of Ross would take advantage 
of nearly every clear night.  This was 
during a period when the large 
Fraunhaufer refractors were flourishing. 
Lord of Ross chose to go with a 
Herschelian design telescope with a large 
speculum mirror.  For viewing purposes, 
the Lord of Ross  chose a Newtonian  
mirror for the secondary.  Earlier he 
opted for a prism secondary and finally 
settled for an optical flat. He 

experimented with a forge casting 
mirrors in a four to one proportion of 
copper to tin. 
              In his forge, Lord of Ross cast a 
blank 36” mirror by 1839.  To grind the 
mirror, he developed the first grinding 
and polishing machine.  The mirror 
would rotate while as the polishing tool 
was drawn back form side to side.  The 
engine for the 36” grinding machine was 
steam driven and generated two horse 
power. After a couple of years work, he 
created the 30 foot focal length 36 inch 
mirror. 
              Successful viewing in the 36 
inch telescope went along with a test by 
James South of England and Romney 
Robinson of the Armagh Observatory 
which is now in Northern Ireland.  They 
thought the 36 inch was better that 
Hershel’s 49-inch.  It’s a difficult 
comparison, since the two telescopes 
didn’t exist in the same circa.  Romney 
Robinson wrote of the grandeur 
telescope project by given the third Lord 
of Ross.  It was of a previously 
unparalleled effort.  

 Lord of Ross is about to 
construct a telescope of unequaled 
dimension.  He intends it to be of 6 feet 
aperture and 50 feet focus… His 
character is an assurance that it will be 
devoted, in the most unreserved manner, 
to the service of astronomy, while the 
energy which could accomplish such a 
triumph, and the liberality that has paced 
his discoveries in this difficult art within 

reach of all, may justly be reckoned 
among the highest distinctions of 
Ireland. 
              Design problems for 72” 
telescope were difficult assessments.  A 
72 inch mirror would be difficult to 
mount at over four times the weight of 
the 36 inch mirror.  The telescope mount 
would be too massive stone walls where 
the telescope would only be raised in 
altitude and not be rotated in azimuth.  
The 58 foot tube was  supported between 
to stone masonry walls 70 feet long and 
50 feet high.  The viewing time of an 
object on the celestial equator was a half 
hour.       
              It 1842, the 72 inch mirror was 
cast and figuring had begun.  In 1883 and 
1884 this strange stationary telescope 
began to take shape.  The seven foot 
optical tube was supported by each side 
by pulleys and a windlass.  The scope 
was low power and it had not view 
finder.  Objects just drifted into view at 
low power.  It was complex and difficult 
to maneuver.  One astronomer said “ 
Any one using the scope also had to be a 
trained mountaineer.” 
              The colossal nature of Lord of 
Ross’s telescope gave it the name of 
“The Leviathan of Parson Town”.  The 
word Levitation is a Hebrew word for a 
sea monster adversary defeated by 
Yahweh in scriptural accounts.  It was 
aptly  nicknamed which is still used 
today.     

The third lord of Ross produced 
many excellent drawings of Charles 
Messier’s 104 deep sky objects to avoid. 
His diagrams showed spiral structure to 
the nebulas which were some of the early 
evidence of the spiral nebula structure.  
There were spiral diagrams of M101, 
M52, and others.  His diagrams of M-31 
showed a back ground of stars and high 
definition.  Other Nebula included the 
Orion Nebula appeared to be shinning 
regions of gas. Another nebula with 
unusual shape was the Owl Nebula, M-
97.  A few years ago, I had the 
opportunity to view Lord of Ross’s 
diagrams in his original booklet the 
Hunnington Library.  His diagram of the 
Owl nebula’s  peculiar shape, gave it  the  

               (Continued on page 8)                  

THE IRISH UNIVERSE 
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By Carol Huston 
 
What is science?  What does it do?  The first 
philosopher of science to attempt an answer 
to these questions was the Greek Plato.  
Plato was concerned with the pursuit of 
perfection.  In his view, this world was a 
corrupted, imperfect reflection of a more 
refined realm.  According to Plato, on some 
plane of existence somewhere, there was a 
perfect circle, a perfect straight line, the 
perfect number 2 and so on.  From Plato’s 
ideas of perfect love, we get the “Platonic 
Relationship” (doesn’t sound like much fun 
to me.)  More importantly, Plato believed 
that ideas alone could give true knowledge.  
 
This model, known as Platonism, governed 
science for centuries.  Experimentation, 
since it dealt with real and therefore 
imperfect objects, could not give you true 
understanding.  It was the job of the scientist 
to sit in isolation, thinking about the world, 
searching out its truths by pure reason.  An 
important point to note here is, in the 
Platonic view of the world, truths had actual 
existence. Scientists searched for these 
nuggets like prospectors searching for gold.  
During this period, science and philosophy 
were pretty much indistinguishable. Isaac 
Newton’s epoch treatise on physics was 
titled “Mathematical Principles of Natural 
Philosophy.”  
 
It was around the time of Newton that this 
ivory tower dogma began to break down.  
Newton himself, to verify his theories, 
conducted some experiments.  For example, 

he calculated, using his new laws, how 
much the Moon would “fall” in a given 
period of time, and then observed the 
Moon’s trajectory over that period of time.  
He found the Moon’s path in pretty much 
exact agreement with his theory’s 
prediction.  Another major shock to 
Platonism came with the discovery that 
consistent geometries could be developed 
without using all of Euclid’s postulates.  N.I. 
Lobachewsky developed one of the first of 
these in the early 19th century.  He showed 
that a totally consistent geometry could be 
derived without Euclid’s “Parallel 
Postulate.”  At this point, a philosophy of 
realism began to creep into science.  In this 
philosophy, science was given a special 
status as an activity whose purpose was to 
determine the laws by which the natural 
world was governed.  Philosophy became 
separate from science.  Note though, the 
echoes of Platonism in this new definition of 
science – there were still immutable, perfect 
truths out there for science to discover. 
 
This philosophy of science, realism, was 
predominant until the mid-1960’s.  Realism 
took for granted science’s exalted station as 
the one sure way to knowledge and 
discussed topics like, “the role of auxiliary 
hypotheses,” “quantity, variety and 
precision of supporting evidence,” 
“testability in principle,” and so on.  All this 
began to change in 1962 when a book by 
Thomas Kuhn, a Harvard trained physicist, 
titled “The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions,” started a ferocious debate 
about what science is, what it does, and how 

it progresses.  In Kuhn’s view, science held 
no special place as a vehicle for 
understanding the universe; any 
epistemological system was just as valid.  In 
fact, the term “valid” is really inappropriate; 
it was incorrect to call one theory true and 
the other false.  Kuhn’s premise is that our 
theories don’t describe anything real, just 
our perceptions of the world we live in.  
Science proceeds by discarding theories 
when our perceptions change.  In fact, Kuhn 
discourages the use of the word theory.  He 
prefers “paradigm.”  This is the book that 
introduced the word paradigm into the 
common vocabulary.  This philosophy has 
become known as Relativisim.  It has been 
carried to extremes by some academics.  In 
some discussions of Relativism, the idea is 
advanced that there is no objective reality – 
that we create the world around us as we 
conduct experiments.  The debate between 
realism and relativisim continues to rage. 
 
This has been a very simplified tour of the 
history and current state of the philosophy 
of science.  For those who want to gain a 
better understanding of this subject, the 
following books will help. To understand 
the foundations of Relativism,  “The 
Structure of Scientific Revolutions,” by 
Thomas S. Kuhn.  To get a good view of 
Realism, “Philosophy of Natural Science,” 
by Carl G. Hempel.  For an excellent 
account of the debate between the various 
philosophies, “Science and Relativism,” by 
Larry Laudan.  To get a glimpse of the 
lunatic fringe of Relativism, “Science, the 
Very Idea,” by Steven Woolgar. 

On the Philosophy of Science. 

(Continued from page 7) 

name.  His diagrams of Mars and 
Jupiter were as good as any telescope 
of the time.  There were rumors that 
the 72 inch was not a good mirror but it 
was only because of wet and damp 
climate of central Ireland. 
               The third Earl of Ross gave 
up observing in 1865 because of poor 
health and died two years later.  The 
Fourth Earl, his son continued the 
observing legacy and built the 36 inch 
into a fork mount pointed at the pole.  
In the later years no photography or 
spectroscopy was attempted on these 
visual instruments. 
               Research still continued.  J.L.

E Dreyer was an assistant on the 
Levitation between 1874-1878.  Dreyer 
went on to construct a catalogue of 
deep sky objects known as the New 
General Catalogue (NGC).  In 1909 the 
Forth Earl of Ross died, astronomy on 
the 72 inch ceased and the mirror was 
sent to London.  Today, it is used as a 
museum exhibit. 
               Later descendants took care of 
the grounds and historical astronomy 
equipment. Sometime around 1925, the 
36 inch polar axis speculum mirror 
telescope disappeared.  It was a terrible 
misfortune to loose such a historical 
telescope. 
               After an exhibition held at the 

Burr Castle, Patrick Moore and others 
proposed a renovation of  Burr Castle 
and the “Leviathan of Parsons town”. 
At an Antique Telescope Society 
meeting, I had the opportunity to meet 
Michael Tubridy the project engineer.  
He described the magnitude of the 
restoration.  Much of the hardware had 
to be reconstructed and the tube was 
rebuilt Finnish Redwood. 
               Amateur Astronomers, and 
historians of science recognize the 
unique place in history this great 
“Levitation of Parsonstown”.  The 
legacy of the Third Earl of Ross will be 
remembered as its place in history as 
the largest telescope in the world. 
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WANTED:  The YRCA wants a solar  
filter for either a 4" or an 8" scope.  If there 
is a club members who could donate one to 
the Young RCA, we would really appreciate 
it.  Thanks in advance!  Call Margaret 
McCrea at 232-7636 or mags@europa.com 

Attending:  J. Keiski, B. McGown, P. 
Abrahams, S. Turner, S. Ruiwale, J. Girard, 
J. Walpole, N. Trost, M. Brewster, R. Young, 
and C. Pratt. 

Jane:  Gave treasury report and stated 
that our application for non-profit status is 
proceeding.   

Membership:  Doug not present.  Many 
members have not yet renewed their 
memberships.  The August newsletter will be 
their last newsletter for those who have not 
renewed.  Non-renewals will also be dropped 
from the email list.   

Peter announced that he will not be able 
to attend the August meeting.  Doug will fill 
in with Scott as his backup. 

Matt:  O. Richard Norton will talk about 
meteorites at the August General Meeting, 
and Bruce Balick from the U of W will talk 
about planetary nebulae at the September 
General Meeting.  Peter mentioned that there 
will be more discussions at the General 
Meetings regarding amateur astronomy 
topics and have more members involved in  
programs.   

Candace:  The Gazette is proceeding 
well with the new printing company.  We are 
still working on a simple procedure for 
getting the newsletter on the web page. 

Scott:  Star Parties have been going very 
well this summer.  Scott will make an 
announcement on the excessive white light at 
the star parties.  We have many new 
members, and it is important to share 
information on reducing the white light.  We 
discussed the importance of having a host at 
each local star party.  Candace stated that the 
Board decided a couple of years ago that the 
VP Observing is to ask for a volunteer host 
for all local parties and attend as long as there 
is a ‘break-in-the-clouds’ or clearer.  Peter 
will forward to Scott the minutes from 
previous years’ discussions regarding the 
duties of the VP Observing in scheduling 
hosts for local parties, as well as host duties.  
The Perseid Meteor Shower is Saturday, 
August 12th.  All members can get in free if 
they show their RCA identification. 

Sameer:  18 copies of sky software were 
sold at the July General Meeting. 

Peter:  Norm Trost  was voted to serve 
as V.P. Community Affairs to serve the 
remainder of the term previously held by J. 
Cart.   Norm retired a few months ago and 
has a major interest in astronomy. He has 
taken 2 classes at MHCC in astronomy.  He 
lives in Sandy and wants to form a speakers’ 

bureau of RCA members who are willing to 
participate in our community programs.   

Peter will ask Jim Todd to cc: Norm and 
Dennis on all publicity from OMSI regarding 
the star parties.  Leonid Star Parties, 
following this year, will most likely not be 
scheduled.  Star parties in November are 
often cancelled due to weather, and will 
probably not be arranged after 2000. 

RCA Hot Line:  Aug 16-31= Scott; Sept 
1-15= Bob McG; and Sept. 16-30 = Matt. 

Observing Sites:  State of Oregon is 
hoping to establish a new State Park in 
Washington County.  It will be 1200 acres 
and there is interest in having a dark site 
preserve designed into the plan for the new 
state park.  It is a fairly hilly, long and 
narrow stretch of land.  The County does not 
yet own the land, but plans are underway to 
obtain the land.  Peter will serve as the RCA 
contact with the Parks Department and Jim 
G. will assist in the effort. 

Member Survey:  Only 26 surveys were 
returned to Rebecca.  She reported on the 
results of the survey.  Most members who 
responded are novice to intermediate level 
amateur astronomers.  The areas of greatest 
interest include casual observing, deep-sky 
observing, planetary observing and lunar 
observing.  She will place the survey on the 
web page and bring copies again to the 
August General Meeting in an effort to get 
better response. 

Peter reported that Mark Seibold has 
requested a solar charger for the solar scope.  
Since there will be many chargers at OSP, we 
will not proceed with this request this year. 

New SIGS:  In the past, Cosmology is 
the only SIG requesting funds.  At this time, 
we want to encourage new SIGS to form, but 
with the current budget crunch, we are 
uncertain whether we will be able to assist 
them with funds.  However, each request will 
be reviewed and accommodated to the extent 
possible. 

Elections 2001:  Jim Girard will lead the 
Nominating Committee for the Board of 
Directors for 2001.  Bob McGown and 
Sameer Ruiwale will also participate in the 
committee.   

Sameer:  Eldon Murdock asked that we 
make available for handout RCA brochures 
at gatherings that many of us volunteer to do.  
The Board agreed.   

September Board Meeting:  Will be 
Monday, September 4th. 

Rhea:  Attended the ASP Convention in 
Pasadena, CA in mid July.  About 500 
attended the convention.  She distributed 
photos and brochures collected at the 
conference.   

The Meeting adjourned at 8:55 pm. 

Proposed By-Laws Change 
As you may know, the RCA is attempting to obtain 
501  (c)(3)  status.  The IRS has asked that we add 
the following paragraphs to our existing bylaws to 
confirm that we are operating as a non-profit or-
ganization.  We will vote on these amendments at 
the October General Meeting. 
 
“This corporation is organized exclusively for chari-
table and educational purposes within the meaning 
of section 503 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 
 

No substantial part of the activities of this corpora-
tion shall consist of carrying on propaganda, or oth-
erwise attempt to influence legislation, except as 
provided in section 501 (h) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, and the organization shall not partici-
pate or intervene in any political campaign 
(including the publishing or distribution of state-
ments) on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate 
for public office, except as provided in section 501 
(h) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 
 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Articles, 
the corporation shall not carry on any other activities 
not permitted to be carried on (a) by an organization 
exempt from Federal income tax under section 501
(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or the 
corresponding provision of any future United States 
Internal Revenue law), or (b) by an organization 
contributions to which are deductible under section 
170 (c) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or 
corresponding provision of any future United States 
Internal Revenue law). 
 

The property of this corporation is irrevocably dedi-
cated to section 501(c) (3) exempt purposes and no 
part of the net income or assets of this organization 
shall ever inure to the benefit of any director, offi-
cer, or member thereof or to the benefit of any pri-
vate person. 
 

Upon the dissolution and winding up of the corpora-
tion, after paying or adequately providing for the 
debts and obligations of the organization, the re-
maining assets shall be distributed to a nonprofit 
fund, foundation, association, or corporation organ-
ized and operated exclusively for the purpose speci-
fied in section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Code and 
which has established its tax-exempt status under 
that section.” 
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September_____________________________________________ 
Sept. 4     Mon.     Board Meeting                          OMSI Parker Rm. 7:00 PM 
Sept. 18   Mon.     Young/Jr/Elem. YRCA            OMSI Audi.     6:30 PM 
Sept. 18   Mon.     General Meeting                     OMSI Audi.    7:30 PM 
Sept. 21   Thur.     Cosmology SIG                        Powell’s Tech. 7:00 PM 
Sept. 23   Sat.        Equinox Star Party                   OMSI               Dusk 
Sept. 27   Weds.    Weather SIG                             Colonial Office 7:00 PM 
Sept. 29-Oct. 1      Camp Hancock Star Party        Fossil, OR 
 
October_______________________________________________ 
Oct. 2      Mon.     Board Meeting                          OMSI Parker   7:00 PM 
Oct. 16    Mon.     Young/Jr/Elem. YRCA            OMSI Audi.     6:30 PM 
Oct. 16    Mon.     General Meeting                     OMSI Audi.    7:30 PM 
Oct. 19    Thurs.    Cosmology SIG                        Powell’s Tech. 7:00 PM 
Oct. 25    Weds.    Weather SIG                             Colonial Office 7:00 PM 
Oct. 28    Sat.        White River Star Party             Dusk 
 

The RCA General Meeting falls on the third Monday of each month.  We usually meet 
in the Auditorium at OMSI, next to the Murdock Sky Theater.  Occasionally the 
meeting is held in the Sky Theater.  Check here each month for details, or look us up at 
the RCA web site (http://www.rca-omsi.org/rca/index.htm). 
 
OMSI CR #1 (Classroom 1) is the room just north of the Auditorium.  The monthly 
Board Meeting and many of the SIG meetings are held there.  Go past the Planetarium 
and the Auditorium, continue down the hallway, and you’ll see it on your left. 
 
OMSI Bldg. C is underneath the I-5 bridge over the Willamette River, next to OMSI’s 
north parking lot. 
 

RCA CLUB INFORMATION 
Message Line: (503) 255-2016 

Web Site: http://www.rca-omsi.org/rca/ 
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